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Before we start



What needs to
change?



Elvie is
more
ambitious
than this.



Elvie is
more
ambitious
than this,
too. 



And this. 



Elvie has an
opportunity to
create and
nurture a lifelong
bond with women.
Being there for women during intimate,
transformational moments is a big deal.
Not only that, it's a responsibility.



Elvie has a really
clear mission — to
bring women's tech
and healthcare out
of the dark ages,
challenging taboos
along the way.
What a dream combination for an editor.
*chef's kiss*



Audiences

Pre-baby, interested in vaginal
health, wellness and better sex

Sexually switched on

01

Can be broken down further
into new mums and second-
time+ mums.

Mums

02

Older women who may have
found Elvie through a medical
need.

Menopausal

03

Beyond 'the fourth trimester'



Audiences

Pre-baby, interested in vaginal
health, wellness and better sex

Interested in:

Elvie Trainer
App Content

Sexually switched on

01

Can be broken down further
into new mums and second-
time+ mums.

Interested in:

Elvie Pump (+ Curve + Catch)
Elvie Trainer
App Content

Mums

02

Older women who may have
found Elvie through a medical
need.

Interested in:

Elvie Trainer

Menopausal

03

Beyond 'the fourth trimester'



Audiences

Pre-baby, interested in vaginal
health, wellness and better sex

They need: 

Open and entertaining sex
and wellness content

Sexually switched on

01

Guidance, reassurance,
community
Quick, bitesize,
entertaining

Can be broken down further
into new mums and second-
time+ mums.

They need:

1.

2.

Mums

02

Older women who may have
found Elvie through a medical
need.

They need:

Inclusive, stigma-free,
accessible content

Menopausal

03

Beyond 'the fourth trimester'



Audiences

Clearly, there's a key demographic right now — new mums — but as Elvie
expands and diversifies we need to consider the different audience groups
and what they're looking for, too. 

For the purposes of this next section, I'm going to focus on the most profitable
demographic, but I'm mindful that there is an ambition beyond simply
reaching 'mothers'. 

Beyond 'the fourth trimester'



Millennial Moms
Millennial Mums
Millennial Mütters
Millennial Mamas...



Candace Brathwaite

"One in five millennial moms
have blogs with substantial
followings, and more than half
of millennial moms in one
survey said they had plans to
start their own business." 

Whether our millennial mother is
creating the content for her blog or
consuming someone else’s, the time
she spends online is focused and
purposeful.



"My own experience so far has been that people are
more than happy to tell you in great detail about
horror stories of labour, but when it comes to
anything post-partum, the focus is very much on
the child rather than the health, both mental and
physical, of the mother."

The Guardian, comments section



Once you've given birth it does feel like it's
all about the baby (lols, but true). There
are all sorts of apps to monitor every
waking moment, whether it's sleeping,
blinking or farting, but there's not much
(that I know of) that's centred around you
and how you're feeling, both physically
and mentally. Being honest, I did give
these baby apps a go but never really kept
it up as it was too much admin — but I
know a lot of mums who use these apps
daily.  

Mind answering a few questions for
me? 

Type here..



Elvie knows that having a baby is one
of the most transformative
experiences a woman can go
through. Everything changes — your
body, your sleep, your priorities, your
income, your freedom, your friends,
your sex life. And the rest.

Editorial Mission Statement



Elvie understands this can be a
wonderful, messy, ecstatic,
miserable, beautiful, chaotic, crazy,
disorientating and wild ride. 

Editorial Mission Statement



Elvie's mission is to take women’s
technology out of the dark ages,
creating revolutionary products that
enhance women's lives and allow
them the freedom to choose the
kind of life they want to lead.  

Editorial Mission Statement



Elvie is focused on helping women
embrace life's changes, through
preserving, nurturing, and celebrating
themselves. Whether that's through
wellness, mindfulness, humour,
community, work or learning, we're
here for it.

Editorial Mission Statement



In content, that means that Elvie is
here to empower, educate,
entertain, inspire and stimulate. 

The Elvie voice is curious, thoughtful,
bold and supportive. 

Editorial Mission Statement



Elvie is a warm and engaging friend who
sees you as you — who you were before,
who you are now, and who you might be in
the future. Your potential. 

Your true Self, with a capital S. 

Editorial Mission Statement



The Three Hs Hero

Hub

Hygiene

Big 'wow' moments iike 
campaigns and videos to generate

attention

Regular, consistent features 
designed to engage
 and build rapport

Sought after content to
ensure we're visible

when people are
searching



Editorial Feature:
Night Shift



Editorial Feature:
Night Shift

Audience: New Mums
Goals: Increase traffic to Elvie.com
Theme: Mindfulness, Education



Night Shift

Night /Shift/

Format
A scrollable editorial feature on Elvie.com.

Insight

2 am might seem like a deadzone for engagement, but what about
the women who've woken up to feed a hungry baby? 

The first few months with a newborn can be fraught with anxiety, so this
feature aims to cater to those mums to provide a soothing alternative
to scrolling idly through Insta as they sit with their baby at night.

Each feature will have encouraging tips from midwives, lactation
consultants or other mums, and also includes a breathing
technique/mindful meditation to help mums tap into their inner
wisdom.

We know all too well that
the breastfeeding

journey isn't always
smooth sailing. Elvie's
lactation consultant,

Jenna Helman, shares a
few tips ...

Try a new hold1.

Elvie mobile site mockup



Night Shift Night Shift Night Shift

We know all too well that
the breastfeeding

journey isn't always
smooth sailing. Elvie's
lactation consultant,

Jenna Helman, shares a
few tips ...

Try a new hold1.

Try this mindful
meditation to wind down

and relax before going
back to sleep.

Try a new hold1.
 

There’s no right or wrong way
to hold and feed your baby,

and each mum and baby will
find their own preferred

position to feed in.  Knowing
a few different breastfeeding

positions and techniques
can be helpful because life

often requires...

Elvie mobile site mockup



We can use layered Facebook and Instagram targeting to reach
new mums, directing them to Elvie.com to read the feature. 

From there, we can collect their data using the FB pixel for
retargeting purposes, as well as surfacing other relevant content
for them to peruse at the bottom of the article. 

CTA: 
Read the next article / 
Subscribe to our email list for more new mum tips/
Share (via Whatsapp, social, email etc)

KPIs:
Traffic (from social ads, shares and search)
Email subscribers
Bounce rate

Night Shift

Night /Shift/
Promotion

Try this mindful
meditation as you're

breastfeeding and see
where it takes you.

Elvie mobile site mockup



Editorial Feature:
Break the Taboo
Audience: All
Theme: Community



Break the Taboo

Format

Weekly feature on Elvie.com, supported by community
insight from social channels

Insight

There are loads of juicy questions around motherhood: pubic hair etiquette
for giving birth, what if a celebrity uses your name, dramatic in-laws. 

This is designed to be a lighthearted read for women anywhere on the
motherhood journey, which takes an interesting conundrum or topical story
and explores it with a curious and open mind.

We can promote a sense of community and anticipation by inviting the social
community for their say ahead of the article being published, and we can also
include a poll on .com to make the feature more interactive.

"I'm pregnant and a friend
just named her baby the
name I was going to pick. 

 
Can I still call my baby the

name or is it off-limits now?" 

Elvie mobile site mockup

Naming your baby is a huge
decision that you likely have

been planning long before they
arrive. So what happens when

the name you've chosen is
suddenly 'stolen' by a friend — or

worse, a celebrity? 



Break the Taboo

"I'm pregnant and a friend
just named her baby the
name I was going to pick. 

 
Can I still call my baby the

name or is it off-limits now?" 

Elvie mobile site mockup

Naming your baby is a huge
decision that you likely have

been planning long before they
arrive. So what happens when

the name you've chosen is
suddenly 'stolen' by a friend — or

worse, a celebrity? 

We can use email, search, social and layered Facebook and
Instagram targeting, pointing to Elvie.com to read the feature. 

CTA: 
Join the conversation — leave a comment below  

KPIs:
Traffic (from social ads, shares and search)
Comments
Social engagement

Promotion



Some other quick
ideas to discuss



Editorial Feature:
The Last Taboo
Audience: All
Theme: Iconic Women and Ideas





The Last Taboo

Format
Videos and podcasts. 30 mins, plus
shorter social cuts. 

Insight

Sometimes, there isn't enough time to digest
all the awesome female-created content out
there, let alone try new apps or products.

So this will be a series of chats that women
can listen to as they're doing other things,
with a theme of breaking taboos. 

Each episode features a woman we admire,
getting to the heart of their story and work —
focusing on breaking boundaries, taboos,
convention. 



Editorial Feature:
Interviews (while
breastfeeding)
Audience: All
Theme: Customers, UGC, product



Editorial Feature:
Life Stages
Audience: All
Theme: Product-focused



Email subscribers

Traffic

Conversions

Engagememt

Retention/churn

The importance
of measurement:
striving to learn,
optimise and
grow



Let's discuss!Thank you.


